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From: Jo Byrne
Sent: Monday, March 16, 2020 6:47 PM
To: Jones, Ali
Subject: Rubbish bin for Wetlands

Hi

The lovely wetlands for Buller’s Stream is proving popular with dog walkers. It would be good to have a rubbish bin at the entrance off E Ellington Drive. The nearest bin walking is back at Walter Park and if driving opposite Mairehau HS.

Kind regards
Jo Byrne
Hi Simon et al,

I am writing to you regarding the pump track and ping pong table being installed at 10 Shirley Road. At present the concrete slab for the ping pong table is 1.3 metres away from the pump track. Its position is not as represented in the consultation. This is disappointing. Is it a safety issue that people will be seated so close to the pump track or that balls from ping pong could land on the pump track? Also the close proximity of the table to the pump track will encourage jumping from the table to the pump track. I am sure you have seen skateboarders doing this sort of thing.

The concrete slab is 6.14 m by 4.68 m. If the stone tables are 2.74 m by by 1.525 m, and the recommended clearance is 2 m each end and 1 m at the sides, shouldn’t the slab be 6.74 long? I assume the stone seats will be at the sides therefore they will be inside the existing 1.57 m clearance each side. Is this a safety issue? I have no information re the dimensions of the stone seats.

The biggest safety issue is the proximity of the ping pong table to the Pump track. Has any one from the Board been down to have a look?

I have emailed Alesha re this issue and received no response. In December last year many people emailed Alesha re the pump track and got no response. Eventually Craig Given had some response from Stacey Holbrough. Is Alesha responsible for this project or not? If she is her community engagement is sadly lacking.

I am attaching two photos of the situation down there.

Hope to get some response.

Best wishes

Jenny Dalziel
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Item 13.3

From: Jennifer Dalziel
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 7:24 AM
To: Christine Lane
Cc: Ali Jones; Emma Norrish; Simon Britten; Emma Twaddle
Subject: denial of opportunity to speak at this mornings Community Board meeting.

Hi All I am very disappointed that Simon Britten has denied my request to address the Board for 5 minutes this morning. The reason for his refusal is COVID 19. Ther has been no advice from Officials to limit meetings of less than 100 people. It appears that Simon Britten is using this Pandemic as a means to stop public engagement in Local Body affairs. I find this behaviour deplorable and hope that it doesn't continue. I would be interested to hear the opinions of the rest of the Board.

I would like this email included in correspondence.

'Yours faithfully

Jennifer Dalziel

From: Simon Britten
Sent: Friday, March 20, 07:46 AM,
To: Jennifer Dalziel
Subject: Re: denial of opportunity to speak at this mornings Community Board meeting.

Kia ora Jennifer,

We can accommodate you in public forum at this morning's meeting. My apologies for the mixed messages around this, which I would attribute in equal parts to the late request, the rapidly-changing nature of the COVID-19 situation, and a desire to protect public health.

Our current guidelines are to ask members of the public to participate in public forum by phoning in where possible, but attending in person remains an option.

Ngā māhi
Simon Britten
Deputy Chair
Waipapa/Papanui-Innes Community Board

From: Jennifer Dalziel
Sent: Friday, March 20, 2020 8:57 AM
To: Britten, Simon
Subject: Re: denial of opportunity to speak at this mornings Community Board meeting.

Sorry I cant get over there now. I have made other arrangements for this morning.

My concern is the Stakeholders that will be consulted re 10 Shirley Road, Peter Burley consulted Avebury House .. Delta Trust... RCan.... Shirley Community Trust and Shirley Intermediate.. All of these groups are ant i a community centre at 10 Shirley Road for their own selfish reasons . Delta trust services people with disabilities many of whom dont live in this area. Avebury house is off the beaten track and hard to get to ...more suited as a venue than a community centre.. R CAN is run by Delta and is just a chat group, Shirley Community Hub is anxious about losing funding.. Shirley intermediate is concerned about its empty rooms.. Why should these organisations have any say in what happens at 10 Shirley Road when all they are concerned about. is their own operation??? The only people that should have any say are the residents

sincerely Jenny Dalziel
29 Patrick Street
Mairehau
Christchurch

19 March 2020

Papanui Innes Community Board
Christchurch

Dear Community Board

re: Agenda Item 5.3.3 – 10 Shirley Rd
“the proposed engagement format and questions have been circulated to Board members for comment and feedback”.

I am writing on behalf of two community groups “Amazing Mairehau” and “Where’s our Community Centre” regarding the above agenda item. Please ensure that this correspondence is documented in the minutes.

As community stakeholders with proven interest in the replacement community centre that we are still waiting for at 10 Shirley Rd we want to make sure that our community groups will have the opportunity to feed into the latest engagement plan for this site. We would also like confirmation that the wider affected communities of North Richmond, Shirley, Mairehau, and St Albans and Edgeware east of Cranford St are included in the consultation.

It is concerning that despite previous engagement meetings and reports commissioned by the Board and Council that there has been no wider community voice included to date. Sarah Wylie’s report, and the Facilities Rebuild Report omitted the affected communities and instead focussed on external community groups who are seeking their own facilities, or who are concerned about funding spread.

There are clearly no community facilities in our area of Christchurch. Earlier community feedback and engagement seems to have been discarded. It is concerning that staff are recommending a green space instead of a community facility. Ten years on from the earthquakes and it is unacceptable and inequitable that we have no centre and no funding in place. “Amazing Mairehau” and “Where’s our Community Centre” are working in conjunction with other stakeholders, and we are looking forward to the Long Term Plan when we trust the Papanui Innes Community Board will support us in our efforts to finally have funding invested in our community.

The principles and best practice associated with community engagement are easily found and it would be good to see staff putting these into practice this time round with this consultation.

I also note with concern that an opportunity to speak at this meeting regarding this matter has been declined due to concerns regarding COVID 19. This is despite existing information from the CCC not restricting public involvement in public meetings. I feel it is better to take advice from Public Health Officials rather than make ad hoc decisions about public participation without adequate advance notice. I also note that this is the second formal letter I have been requested to write this week – it appears that this is the only format of communication that the Board wants. I do believe that barriers should be removed instead of being imposed. All forms of communication from the public should be accepted by the Board, relying on formal letters to get any action will exclude many people within our community.

Yours sincerely

Joanne Byrne for
Amazing Mairehau
Where’s our Community Centre